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ABSTRAK

Nowadays information, communication and technology sector have been part of human life. As for this, along with the development of information technology and communication (ICT), Dikir Barat Mp3 Portal was developed to ensure the original traditional music art are protected. This portal is the first dikir barat mp3 portal that was surely can be commercialized in the future. It was developed for a purpose of given chance for the users to get dikir barat information and entertainment throughout the internet. Methodology that was used for developing the portal was the Multimedia Development Methodology (MDM). This portal is in hoped of involving all type of users in discussing any dikir barat issues using on-line website access and in the same time exchange information and introducing the traditional music to all citizens in Malaysia. Lastly, the portal was hoped to guide the modern Malaysian citizen to appreciate the valuable traditional art that was carried throughout the generation.
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INTRODUCTION
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Multimedia is a kind of digital integration from text, graphic, audio and video that be presented through the management of performance technology which is need the computers’ help to present the information in the interactive style.

First of all, Projek Sarjana Muda (PSM) that will build through this portal will be named as Dikir Barat Mp3 Portal. Developer decided to pick the PSM as a title because this title was very suitable with our Bachelor in Information and Communication Technology (Interactive Media). Hopefully, this portal will give some advantage to the dikir barat and traditional music lovers. Sulizi Production Sdn. Bhd is the organization that will cooperate and be a main source in Dikir Barat Mp3 Portal development. This company will be a consultant in giving some information about dikir barat.

Dikir Barat Mp3 Portal was filled by the combination of multimedia elements such as text, graphic, animation, audio and video. This portal is been develop because there is lack of website about traditional music especially dikir barat music. This portal also will give information and entertainment that will attract the youngsters so that they will have better knowledge regarding the traditional music, which is one of the identities of being Malay.
1.2 Problem Statement

According to the problem that had been identified, therefore, Dikir Barat Mp3 Portal had been suggested by the Projek Sarjana Muda (PSM) to overcome the problem. This portal will be an alternative for our community in getting some entertainment. This portal will consist everything about dikir barat such as the history of dikir barat, the costumes and equipments, members that involve in the dikir barat, and the people that have a big contribution in this industry. For the entertainment section, there will be mp3, lyrics, video clips, ring tone, albums and also software. There is also a section for photo gallery and it includes competition photos, performance photos and carnival and citrawarna photos. Besides, there is a section for calendar, activities, forum, link and contacts (address, contact number, and email). This portal is a combination of multimedia elements that will give us interactive information and furthermore it will give some alternative entertainment that always been updated from time to time.

Furthermore, the goal of this project is to develop a portal capable of involving all users in online discussion, as well as to bring forth all of the issues concerning dikir barat. To ensure the goal of this project will be successful, the chosen of portal’s methodology become so important. The methodology that will be used to develop this project is Multimedia Design Methodology (MDM).
1.3 Objectives

To achieve the main purpose of this project, there are lists of objectives that can be stated on. This project was used as a guideline for implementing the portal. The objectives of Dikir Barat Mp3 Portal development:

- To present dikir barat as a Malaysian traditional music.

- To overcome the lack of online presence.

- To give some facilities to the users to get some information and entertainment about dikir barat through the internet.

- To remain the traditional art, especially for the youngster and the next generation.

- To give the alternative entertainment to the community through the usage of computer and internet.

- To increase skills and knowledge of the interactive media students by using the multimedia hardware as well as software.
1.4 Scope

The development of Portal Dikir Barat Mp3 is using the multimedia hardware and software. The interactive website also has been provided to the users. This mp3 portal will be developing by using the graphic and multimedia software that is Macromedia Dreamweaver MX as the main software. It also has been supported by multimedia software such as Macromedia Flash MX, Swish 2.0, PHP (Personal Homepage Tools), and Adobe Photoshop 7.0, Sound Forge 6.0, Xara Webstyle 3.0, Flashation Menu Builder, ACD See 5.0, and many more. Besides that, the hardware that will be used is multimedia computer, scanner, digital camera, and others. Hopefully this portal capable to involve all users in online discussion, as well as to bring forth all of the issues concerning dikir barat. Furthermore, this project was developed to give more information about dikir barat and present it to the people of Malaysia.

1.5 Contribution

This portal is been develop because there is lack of website about traditional music especially dikir barat music. This portal also will give information and entertainment that will attract the youngsters so that they will have better knowledge regarding the traditional music, which is one of the identities of being Malay. Furthermore, this portal is been to give the alternative entertainment to the community through the usage of computer and internet. To increase skills and knowledge of the interactive media students by using the multimedia hardware as well as software.
1.6 Expected output

Hopefully the development of this portal will give some advantage to the people who involve in traditional music as well as the lovers of traditional music in Malaysia. Furthermore, the lack of mp3’s portal for the dikir barat will solve by the creation of this portal. It also had been build for remaining the traditional art besides providing the current information and entertainment in many formats like mp3, video, ring tone, photo, and many more. Hopefully this portal will help the people in this new era to appreciate the precious traditional art and especially for our next generations.

1.7 Conclusion

As a conclusion, this chapter explained the concept of the project that was built such as the purpose of project implementation and explained on the organization that was used a guideline throughout the project. These chapters also explained on defining the problems statements and also propose a few problems solving methods. Objectives of the project are defined and expectations of the final project output are briefly explained. There are also a project scope and also aspects of research and lastly explanation about the project significant that was built.